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Constructing a rich and continuous visual experience requires computing specific details across views as well
as integrating similarities across views. In this paper, we report functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) evidence that these distinct computations may occur in two scene-sensitive regions in the brain, the
parahippocampal place area (PPA) and retrosplenial cortex (RSC). Participants saw different snapshot views
from panoramic scenes, which represented clearly different views, but appeared to come from the same
scene. Using fMRI adaptation, we tested whether the PPA and RSC treated these panoramic views as the same
or different. In the panoramic condition, three different views from a single panoramic scene were presented.
We did not find any attenuation for panoramic repeats in the PPA, showing viewpoint-specificity. In contrast,
RSC showed significant attenuation for the panoramic condition, showing viewpoint-integration. However,
when the panoramic views were not presented in a continuous way, both the specificity in the PPA and the
integration in RSC were lost. These results demonstrate that the PPA and RSC compute different properties of
scenes: the PPA focuses on selective discrimination of different views while RSC focuses on the integration of
scenes under the same visual context. These complementary functions of the PPA and RSC enable both
specific and integrative representations of scenes across several viewpoints.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

A central task of the human visual system is to maintain a
cohesive visual experience from discrete snapshots of retinal input.
Multiple physiological constraints limit the amount of visual input,
and constant eye and head movements change the retinal projection
every moment. Nevertheless, we experience the space around us as
continuous and coherent. How do we achieve such an integrated
percept of the world while preserving specific information in each
individual view? To enable both specificity and invariance, multiple
levels of scene representation might co-exist. In this paper, we
present fMRI data showing such different kinds of scene representa-
tions in the brain. Specifically, we aim to answer whether scene-
specific areas in the brain represent specific visual details of each
individual scene, or an extended representation that includes
multiple successive views.

A recent fMRI study suggests that at least one scene-specific area in
the brain represents scenes in a viewpoint-specific way. The
parahippocampal place area (PPA) is a scene-specific region in the
ventral visual stream (Aguirre et al., 1996; Epstein and Kanwisher,
1998). Using sets of scenes that had viewpoint changes, Epstein et al.
(2003) demonstrated that the PPA treated scenes with viewpoint
l rights reserved.
changes as different scenes. This suggests that this area represents
scenes as individual snapshots of each view rather than as a broader
scene that integrates multiple similar snapshots.

However, a number of recent studies have shown that people
represent integrative, expansive space (McNamara et al., 2003;
Tversky, 2005). For example, learning spaces or routes for navigation
requires associating a current scene or self to a larger scale
environment (McNamara et al., 2003). Viewpoint selective responses
provide information about the relative position of a viewer in a scene
layout. But to navigate through a broader, global environment, viewers
need a more expansive representation of the space beyond what is
currently in view, based on associations with views that were seen
before. The PPA may not be sufficient for such integrative functions: a
study that directly tested navigation function in the PPA showed that
the PPA does not play a role in guiding navigation through the
immediate environment (Epstein et al., 1999).

Instead, another scene-specific area in the brain, the retrosplenial
cortex (RSC), has been highlighted as an area important for navigation
and route learning (Cain et al., 2006; Cooper and Mizumori, 2001;
Maguire et al., 1997, 1998; Maguire, 2001; O'Craven and Kanwisher,
2000). For example, patients who have retrosplenial cortex damage
were able to identify scenes or landmarks, but lost the ability to use
these landmarks to orient themselves or to navigate through a larger
environment (Aguirre andD'Esposito,1999;Maguire, 2001; Valenstein
et al., 1987). This contrasts with patients who have damage to their
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Fig. 1. Panoramic 1st and Panoramic 3rd image were taken from a single panoramic
view. Panoramic 1st, 2nd, and 3rd images were sequentially presented one at a time at
fixation. The 1st and the 3rd image overlapped in 33% of its physical details.
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parahippocampal area and could not identify scenes or landmarks at
all (Mendez and Cherrier, 2003).

In addition to such neurological evidence, number of recent fMRI
results suggest that the PPA and RSC may play distinct roles in object
and scene perception (Bar and Aminoff, 2003; Epstein and Higgins,
2007; Epstein et al., 2007a; Henderson et al., 2008). For example, Bar
and Aminoff (2003) proposed that RSC represents abstracted
prototypical properties of an object context, while the PPA processes
physical properties of an object context. Epstein et al. (2007a,b) also
reported that the PPA processes visual details of a scene, while RSC
processes each scene as part of a broader frame or memory. The
results of the current study to these recent fMRI findings will be
discussed more extensively in the discussion.

These neurological and fMRI studies suggest that the PPA and RSC
mightencodedifferent kinds of scene representations.More specifically,
the PPAmay represent physical details of the scenes such as landmarks,
while RSC may represent the navigationally relevant properties of the
scene, such as the association of the current scene or objects with other
related scenes. In sum,wehypothesized that the scene representation in
RSCmayhave aviewpoint-invariant scene representation used to create
a more integrative cognitive map of the environment.

We measured repetition attenuation to test the nature of scene
representations in the PPA and RSC. fMRI can reveal the properties of
scene-specific representations, as activity is lower for repeated items
compared to novel items (Schacter and Buckner, 1998; Wiggs and
Martin, 1998). This repetition attenuation can reveal if a particular
neuronal population treats two stimuli as the same or different from
each other (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001). For example, the fMRI
response in the PPA shows less activity for repeated scenes than
for novel scenes (Epstein et al., 2003; Park et al., 2007; Yi and
Chun, 2005).

We presented panoramic scene stimuli (Fig.1). Three sections were
taken from a single panoramic image of a scene, producing three
spatially continuous snapshots of a single space. These three scenes
were presented in contiguous order, each overlapping 66% with the
previous section (in other words, the 1st and the 3rd scene overlapped
33%). Thus, when these scenes were consecutively presented, a strong
sense of continuity was achieved through the visual overlap across
repetition and the coherent temporal order in which they appeared.
This panoramic presentation resembles our usual survey of the
environment, sampling views of scenes through successive eye
movements. If scene representation in a brain region is viewpoint-
specific, these three scenes will be treated as different from each other
andwill result in no attenuation for panoramic repetition. On the other
hand, if the scene representation is viewpoint-independent, the brain
will treat these scenes as one integrated scene, just as we experience
everyday, and will show attenuation for panoramic repetition.

Methods

Experiment 1 directly tested two contrasting hypotheses about the
functions of the PPA and RSC in scene perception. Since scene
representation in the PPA is sensitive to details of individual scenes,
we hypothesized that there would be little panoramic repetition
attenuation in the PPA. In contrast, if RSC serves a more integrative
function, associating a number of panoramically-related scenes as a
single scene, then we should expect panoramic repetition attenuation
in RSC. Experiment 2 asked what kind of visual cues help our visual
system integrate multiple snapshots as a single scene. In the real
world, such cues as the perception of continuous time help the viewer
to have an integrated percept of the world (Burke, 1952; Flombaum
and Scholl, 2006; Flombaum et al., 2004). The integration of multiple
views in the brainmight also be sensitive to the presence of continuity
cues such as visual similarity, spatial proximity, temporal sequencing,
or motion path momentum. For instance, continuity cues affect
whether identical-looking faces are treated as the “same” or not in
fusiform cortex (Yi et al., 2008). Experiment 2 tested the effects of
continuity cues on scene representation by interrupting continuity
with a number of unrelated scenes between scene repetitions. Thus,
the panoramic scene condition no longer mimicked the perception of
continuous scanning. If the temporal sequencing is a critical cue that
helps RSC integrate across multiple views, then we should expect no
panoramic attenuation in RSC with the interleaved images. However,
if scene integration in RSC does not necessarily benefit from
continuity, then we should expect panoramic repetition attenuation
regardless of whether the images were interleaved with others or
successively presented.

Experiment 1

Experimental design and procedure
Seventeen participants (10 females, 21–31 years old) from the Yale

University community participated for financial compensation. All
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Informed consent was
obtained, and the study protocol was approved by the Yale University
Human Investigation Committee at the School of Medicine.

Participants completed two runs of scene viewing in the scanner
with 128 trials per run. Each event-related trial began with a white
fixation point for 1 s, followed by a 500 ms blank interval. A scene
(24°×18°) was then presented for 500 ms. Participants were
instructed to memorize the overall layout and details of the scene.
Participants did not make any responses during the main experiment,
and their memory for the scenes was tested after they finished the
main experiment and came out of the scanner. The scenewas followed
by a white fixation dot that remained for 0, 2, or 4 s.

There were two repetition conditions and two novel conditions.
The two repetition conditions included (1) a panoramic repeat
condition and (2) an identical repeat condition. In these two
conditions, three scenes were consecutively presented. In the
panoramic repetition condition, the three scenes depicted different
views of the same panoramic space (see Fig. 1). Each presentation of a
scene (1st, 2nd and 3rd) overlapped 66% with its previous presenta-
tion (e.g., the 2nd image overlapped 66% with the 1st image; the 3rd
image overlapped 66% with the 2nd image). Thus, the 1st and the 3rd
scene only overlapped by 33% in physical details. The three scenes
were presented in order, providing spatial and temporal continuity
across them. The presentationmimicked a steady viewer's scanning of
space with eye and head movements. Movements were counter-
balanced so that half of the trials had left to right translation, and the
other half had right to left translation.

There were 96 scene image sets (48 image sets per each run), and
32 face images total (thus 16 faces per run). The 96 scene image sets
were divided into three groups of 32 image sets that were assigned
across the panoramic repeat, the identical repeat, and the novel scene
conditions. Image assignments were counterbalanced across every
three participants so that each scene appeared equally in each
condition. Each image set consisted of three snapshots of a single



Fig. 2. The PPA and RSC are shown on a representative participant's brain. a, The crosshair indicates the right PPA (24,−33,−23). b, The crosshair indicates left RSC (−18,−59, 13).
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panoramic scene. In the panoramic repeat condition, three physically
different panoramic snapshots were presented (half the times from
left to right; half the times from right to left); in the identical repeat
condition, the first image from an image set was presented three times
without any changes in viewpoints. For both panoramic and identical
repetition conditions, the average lag between the 1st and the 3rd
presentation was 8 s, constant across all conditions (all tsb1. all
PsN0.5). The lag between the 1st and the 2nd presentation, as well as
the 2nd and the 3rd presentation varied between 0, 2, 4 s. Each
presentation of a scene was considered to be a single event (e.g.,
panorama 1st, panorama 2nd, and panorama 3rd; Identical 1st,
Identical 2nd, and Identical 3rd), and modelled as separate conditions
in the fMRI analysis. Indoor and outdoor scene categories were
counterbalanced across conditions.

The two novel conditions were (1) a novel scenes condition and
(2) a novel faces condition. These novel scene and face trials were
included to localize scene-specific regions in the brain. In the novel
scene condition, a single novel scene was presented once. There were
no repeats for this condition. Likewise, in the novel faces condition, a
single novel face was presented once. The set of faces included both
men and women, all with neutral emotion and presented in color. A
total of 16 novel scenes and 16 novel faces were used.

When participants came out of the scanner, they participated in an
additional behavioral scene recognition test. Two scenes were
presented side by side and participants indicated as to which had
appeared in the main experiment (one was always completely new).
Thirty-two scenes from each of the panoramic repeat, identical repeat,
and novel scene conditions appeared (for a total of 96 scenes) paired
with 96 new scenes that never appeared in themain experiment. Since
the test presented two scenes side by side on a single screen, the visual
angle for eachwas scaled down to13°×10°. For scenes that belonged to
the panoramic repeat condition in themain experiment, only the third
image from the panoramic repetition set was presented.

fMRI data acquisition
Participants were scanned in a Siemens Trio 3 T scanner with a

standard birdcage head coil. Anatomical images were acquired using
conventional parameters. Functional images were acquired with a
gradient echo-planar T2⁎ sequence using BOLD contrast. Each
functional volume comprised 19 axial slices (2 s repetition time;
25ms echo time; 80° flip angle; 7mm thickness with no gap) acquired
parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line. The
main experiment was conducted in two functional scan runs, each
acquiring 240 image volumes. No separate scene localizers were used,
and the novel scenes condition and the novel faces condition within
the main experiment were used to localize the PPA and RSC. The first
five image volumes of each functional scanwere discarded to allow for
T1 equilibration effects. Stimuli were presented through an LCD
projector on a rear-projection screen.

fMRI data analysis
Image preprocessing and statistical analyses were conducted using

SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of
Neurology, London, UK). The two scene-specific regions of interest
(ROIs), the PPA and RSC, were functionally localized for individual
participants based on the novel scenes–novel faces contrast in the
main experiment (See Fig. 2).

A linear contrast (Pb0.0001, uncorrected, cluster threshold=5
voxels) was used to identify clusters of voxels in bilateral ventral
visual areas that responded significantly more to scenes than to faces
(Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998). Then, a maximally scene-selective
voxel was localized for each hemisphere within the functionally and
anatomically defined parahippocampal gyrus and the retrosplenial
area: the PPA (average Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space
coordinates: −27 −46 −15; 30 −44 −14) and RSC (−16 −64 13;
20 −63 17). These coordinates were then entered into the MarsBar
toolbox (Brett et al., 2002) to create spherical ROIs around the
maximumvoxel (4-mm radius). The bilateral PPA and RSC were found
in fifteen out of seventeen participants examined, and data from two
participants were excluded because one did not have any activation
for either the PPA or RSC in the localizer contrast, and the other did not
have any RSC activation. All eight events (panorama 1st, panorama
2nd, and panorama 3rd; Identical 1st, Identical 2nd, Identical 3rd,
novel scenes, and novel faces) were modelled using 13 finite impulse
response (FIR) functions with six motion parameters as covariates of
no interest. For each ROI of each participant, themean time courses for
the eight main events were extracted across voxels. To determine the
time point to include in the ANOVA, the time courses were averaged
across conditions and hemispheres, and the numerical peak was
compared to each of the other time points. After the comparison of
time points, the peak of the PPA response included only the time
point at 6 s after the trial onset, and the peak of RSC included both
the time points 4 and 6, which were significantly different from the
others (t-test, Pb0.05 one-tailed) (Epstein et al., 2003; Marois et al.,
2004). To test the effect in the entire hemodynamic response, we also
modelled the data with a standard HRF including time derivatives,
which confirmed major effects we found with the FIR analysis (See
Supplementary method).

Whole-brain analyses were conducted to compare panoramic and
identical scene repetition effects outside of our ROIs. The fMRI data



Fig. 3. A schematic illustration of the continuous and non-continuous blocks in Experiment 2. Trials with green underlines indicate the panoramic condition; blue underlines
indicated the identical condition; gray underlines indicated the unrelated condition.
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were modelled with an HRF including time derivatives, and used as
regressors in a multiple regression analysis, along with six movement
parameter regressors. Contrasts specified a priori include: (1)
panoramic 1st vs. panoramic 3rd (panoramic repetition condition
attenuation) (2) identical 1st vs. identical 3rd (identical repetition
condition attenuation), (3) panoramic condition attenuation vs.
identical condition attenuation (panoramic & identical repetition
condition interaction). These within-subject contrasts were combined
into group random-effects analyses using SPM2 with a threshold of
Pb0.001 (uncorrected; cluster threshold=5 voxels). The threshold
follows prior convention for exploratory whole-brain analyses
(Epstein et al., 2007b; Johnson et al., 2007; Yi et al., 2008).

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, we presented panoramic scenes consecutively.
Although, our presentation parameters do not directly mimic the
experience of surveying the environment views across eye move-
ments, not do they produce apparent motion, they do support a sense
of spatio-temporal continuity across the views. However, is such
continuity necessary to observe panoramic integration in RSC?
Experiment 2 tested this possibility by interrupting the continuity
cue by interleaving a number of unrelated scenes between repetitions.
Although the discontinuous condition introduces both a longer lag
and intervening items, this better represents the type of discontinuity
experienced in everyday vision.

Experiment 2 compared continuous and non-continuous blocks of
trials (Fig. 3). The continuous block was identical to Experiment 1: 1st,
2nd, and 3rd scenes were always consecutively repeated with no
intervening items in between. The average lag between the 1st and
the 3rd presentation was 8 s. In the non-continuous block, 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd scenes were always interleavedwithmore than one unrelated
item in between. No panoramic or identical scenes were repeated
consecutively. The average lag between the 1st and the 3rd
presentation was 22 s. The average lag could vary from 6 to 63 s,
and the number of intervening items ranged from 3 to 12 items. Thus,
the continuous block aimed to replicate results from Experiment 1.
The non-continuous block allowed us to test whether the continuity
cue across repetition is necessary for the viewpoint-invariant,
integrative representation observed in RSC. The methods were
identical to that of Experiment 1 except as specified below.

Experimental design and procedure
20 participants (13 females, 18–30 years old) from the Yale

University community participated for financial compensation.
Participants completed four runs of scene viewing in the scan-

ner with 108 trials per run. Two of the four runs were conti-
nuous blocks and the other two were non-continuous blocks. The
order of blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. The pre-
sentation time and instructions for each trial were identical with
Experiment 1.

Each block consisted of three repetition conditions: panoramic,
identical, and unrelated conditions. Panoramic and identical
conditions were the same as those in Experiment 1. The unrelated
condition was a newly added control condition, which presented
three unrelated novel scenes. We included the unrelated condition
for two reasons. First, we wanted to rule out the possibility that
RSC representation was so abstract that it showed attenuation to
consecutive repetition of any scene-like stimuli. Second, we used
the unrelated condition as filler trials in the non-continuous block,
to fill in the number of intervening items between the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd scene repetition. There were 240 independent scene
image sets total (an image set included three snapshots of a single
panoramic image). 24 image sets each were used in the
continuous panoramic repeat condition, the non-continuous
panoramic repeat condition, the continuous identical repeat
condition, and the non-continuous identical repeat condition,
each condition presenting three identical or panoramically-related
scenes from the image set. The remaining 144 image sets were
used in the continuous unrelated and non-continuous unrelated
conditions. The continuous unrelated and non-continuous unre-
lated conditions, by definition, presented three unrelated novel images.
Thus, three single snapshots each taken from three individual images
setswere used to compose anunrelated condition trial, so 72 image sets
(24×3) each were used for the continuous unrelated and non-
continuous unrelated conditions. Image sets for the continuous
panoramic, the non-continuous panoramic, the continuous identical,
the non-continuous identical conditions were counterbalanced across
four participants. Image sets for the continuous unrelated and the non-
continuous unrelated conditions were separately counterbalanced
within the two unrelated conditions.

To reduce the complexity of the main experiment, a separate scene
localizer was used. The localizer run presented alternating blocks of
scenes and faces, and participants performed a repetition detection of
scenes and faces (Park et al., 2007; Yi et al., 2004). There were six
scene blocks and six face blocks, each block presenting 12 images. The
PPA and RSC were defined by contrasting brain activities for scene
blocks versus face blocks.

When participants came out of the scanner, they participated in
an additional behavioral scene recognition test. The procedure for
the recognition test was identical to Experiment 1, except that 24
scenes from each of the panoramic, identical, and novel repeat
conditions of the continuous and non-continuous blocks were
presented.
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fMRI data acquisition
Each functional volume comprised 26 axial slices (2s repetition

time; 25 ms echo time; 90° flip angle; 5 mm thickness with no gap)
acquired parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure
line. Themain experiment was conducted in four functional scan runs,
each acquiring 204 image volumes. A separate scene localizerwas used,
acquiring 250 image volumes. The first five image volumes of each
functional scan were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects.

fMRI data analysis
The PPA and RSC were functionally localized for individual

participants based on the contrast of scenes and faces in an inde-
pendent localizer. A maximally scene-selective voxel was localized
Fig. 4. Repetition attenuation for panoramic images in RSC but not in the PPA.Meanpeak hemo
are shown for each ROI in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate±SEM. (a) Parahippocampal p
attenuation, while paired comparisons between identical 1st and 3rd images show signific
conditionswas significant. (b) Retrosplenial cortex (RSC). Paired comparisons betweenpanora
in RSC for the panoramic conditionwas significantly larger than the amount of attenuation in th
panoramic condition across the PPA and RSC were significant. Paired comparisons between id
each condition are illustrated. Panoramic repeat condition repeated threedifferentviews taken
for each hemisphere and spherical ROIs (4 mm radius) were
created around maximal voxels: the PPA (average MNI coordinates:
−27 −52 −8;28 −47 −9) and RSC (18 −62 15; 20 −57 17).
Continuous and non-continuous blocks were modelled separately,
using 13 finite impulse response (FIR) functions, with nine events
for each block (panorama 1st, panorama 2nd, panorama 3rd,
identical 1st, identical 2nd, identical 3rd, novel 1st, novel 2nd, and
novel 3rd) and six motion parameters. For each ROI of each
participant, average time courses for the eight main events were
extracted. The statistical peak of both the PPA and RSC included both
time points 4 and 6. Whole-brain contrasts specified a priori were
identical to that of Experiment 1, except that the contrasts were
defined separately for the continuous and non-continuous blocks.
dynamic responses for panoramic 1st, 2nd, and 3rd and identical 1st, 2nd, and 3rd images
lace area (PPA). Paired comparisons between panoramic 1st and 3rd images show no
ant neural attenuation. Differences between the amount of attenuation across the two
mic 1st and 3rd images showed significant neural attenuation. The amount of attenuation
e PPA for thepanoramic condition. Differences between the amount of attenuation for the
entical 1st and 3rd images showed significant neural attenuation as well. (c) Examples of
froma single panoramic image; Identical repeat condition repeated three identical images.
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Results

Experiment 1

ROI analyses
Repeated-measures ANOVA and paired t-tests between conditions

were performed on the averages of the peak amplitude responses in
the PPA and RSC ROIs. There was no main effect of hemisphere in any
of the ROIs, and hemisphere did not interact with any combination of
the other factors. Thus, both hemispheres were collapsed for analysis
(Fsb4, PN0.1).

Repeated-measures ANOVA with region (PPA or RSC), condition
(panoramic repeat, identical repeat), and repetition (1st or 3rd)
revealed a significant main effect of region (F1,14=11.7, Pb0.01) and
scene repetition (F1,14=15, Pb0.01), the latter providing evidence for
neural attenuation. We restricted our main analysis to the 1st and the
3rd presentation, in order to simplify themeasure of attenuation and to
maximize thephysical differences across scenes. Therewas a significant
overall interaction between condition and repetition (collapsing across
regions), suggesting different patterns of attenuation in the panoramic
and identical repetition conditions (F1,14=5.5, Pb0.05). Furthermore,
there was a significant overall three-way interaction across region,
condition, and repetition (F1,14=5, Pb0.05), suggesting that attenua-
tion effects for each condition differed across regions.

To examine these effects more specifically, repeated-measures
ANOVA with condition (panoramic repeat, identical repeat) and
repetition (1st and 3rd) was conducted separately for the PPA and
RSC. In the PPA, there were no main effect of condition (F1,14=2.2,
P=0.16), but there was a significant main effect of repetition
(F1,14=10.8, Pb0.01), suggesting a repetition attenuation effect.
There was a significant interaction between condition and repetition
(F1,14=5, Pb0.05), suggesting that the repetition attenuation effect
was significantly larger in the identical repeat condition. In RSC, there
were no significant main effect of condition (F1,14=0.3, P=0.6), but a
significant main effect of repetition (F1,14=14.8, Pb0.05). Most
importantly, in contrast to the PPA, there was no significant
interaction between condition and repetition in RSC (F,14=0.9,
P=0.35), suggesting that both the panoramic repeat and identical
repeat conditions had significant repetition attenuation effects.

Fig. 4 illustrates mean peak hemodynamic responses for panora-
mic 1st, 2nd, and 3rd and identical 1st, 2nd, and 3rd conditions in each
of the ROIs. In the PPA (Fig. 4a), when scenes were repeated
panoramically, there was no attenuation at all for the 1st and 3rd
scene presentation (t14b1, P=0.98). Confirming past findings, the
PPA treated two views of a same scene as two very different scenes,
even when 33% of physical details overlapped. Most interestingly, in
striking contrast to the PPA, RSC (Fig. 4b) treated panoramic scenes as
the same (t14=3.9, Pb0.01). When physically different, yet pano-
ramically-related scenes were continuously repeated, RSC showed a
significant attenuation from the 1st to the 3rd scene presentation even
when they only overlapped 33% in their physical properties. This
means that a population of neurons in RSC responded as if these
scenes belonged to the same scene, in other words, in a viewpoint-
independent manner. Importantly, there was a significant interaction
across region (PPA and RSC) and repetition (1st and 3rd) for the
panoramic condition (F1,14=5, Pb0.05). Thus, scene representations
in the PPA and RSC are distinct. The PPA is sensitive to small physical
changes even when there are apparent continuity cues across scene
repetition. On the other hand, RSC is invariant to physical changes and
treats these physically different but panoramically connected scenes
as the same.

When identical scenes were repeated, the PPA showed significant
attenuation (t14=5, Pb0.001). This contrasts with the absence of
attenuation for the panoramic repetition condition. There was a
significant interaction between condition and repetition in the PPA
(F1,14=9, Pb0.01). This suggests that the PPA is tuned to exact
perceptual matches across scenes. RSC also showed significant
attenuation for identical scene repetition (t14=2.6, Pb0.05). There
was no interaction across condition and repetition in RSC (F1,14b1,
P=0.35). This suggests that RSC is also sensitive to perceptual
matches like the PPA. However, unlike the PPA, RSC has a unique
integrative function that binds different snapshots of panoramic
scenes into one representation, at least when visually overlapping
scenes were continuously presented in temporal sequence.

Whole-brain analyses
Random-effects analyses were conducted primarily to test what

regions outside our primary ROIs revealed identical 1st to 3rd scene
repetition attenuation, panoramic 1st to 3rd scene repetition
attenuation, and an interaction of these two conditions. Attenuation
effects (1st – 3rd) for identical scenes were found in the left and right
PPA (MNI coordinates: −27 −39 −24; 30 −39 −15) and the left
parietal–occipital junction near the temporal occipital sulcus (TOS;
−39 −87 24), another region known to be responsive to scene
stimuli (Epstein et al., 2005; Hasson et al., 2003). We also observed
identical scene attenuation in the right middle temporal gyrus (63
−51 0) and left inferior frontal gyrus (−55 27 18), regions that have
been demonstrated to exhibit repetition reduction effects in a number
of studies using a variety of different stimulus materials (Buckner
et al., 1998; Demb et al., 1995). Attenuation effects (1st – 3rd) for
panoramic scenes were also found in similar frontal areas that have
been previously shown to exhibit repetition reduction effects, such as
superior frontal gyri (−12 6 60; 6 9 66), left dorsal prefrontal gyrus
(−21 30 57), and anterior cingulate gyrus (6 12 54) (Buckner et al.,
1998). In posterior regions of interest, attenuation effects (1st – 3rd)
for panoramic scenes were found in the left and right RSC (−9−55 2;
11 −56 19), but not in the PPA. Brain regions that revealed a
significant interaction between panoramic and identical attenuation
include the left RSC (−13 −52 17) and the precentral gyrus near the
primary motor area (36 −18 55).

Scene recognition performance
When participants came out of the scanner, they performed a

behavioral scene recognition test. The average recognition accuracy
was 84.5%, suggesting that participants were paying attention to
scenes in the scanner. The recognition accuracy was 84% for the
panoramically repeated scenes, 86% for the identically repeated
scenes, and 83% for the novel scenes. The accuracy did not differ
across conditions (all tsb1, all PsN0.5).

Experiment 2

There was no main effect or interaction effects involving hemi-
sphere in the ROIs, thus, both hemispheres were collapsed for analysis
(Fsb2, PsN0.17)). Repeated-measures ANOVA with region (PPA or
RSC), continuity (continuous or non-continuous), condition (panora-
mic, identical, and novel), and repetition (1st or 3rd) revealed a
significant main effect of region (F1,19=34, Pb0.001), condition
(F2,38=5, Pb0.05), and scene repetition (F1,19=14, Pb0.005). There
was a significant overall four-way interaction across region,
continuity, condition, and repetition (F2,38=6, Pb0.01), suggesting
that the scene repetition attenuation in the PPA and RSC were affected
differently by perceptual continuity.

To examine these effects more specifically, repeated-measures
ANOVA with condition (panoramic, identical, novel) and repetition
(1st and 3rd) was conducted separately for continuous and non-
continuous blocks. Fig. 5 illustrates mean peak hemodynamic
responses for panoramic 1st, 2nd, and 3rd; identical 1st, 2nd, and
3rd; and novel 1st, 2nd, and 3rd conditions separately for each block
within each ROI. Paired t-tests were also conducted on the 1st and 3rd
peak amplitudes. When identical scenes were repeated, both the PPA
and RSC showed significant attenuation regardless of the continuity
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manipulation (tsN2.5, Psb0.05). When unrelated scenes were
consecutively presented, none of the areas showed any attenuation
at all (tsb1.2). This indicates that the attenuation observed in these
areas was not due to the mere repetition of any scene-like images.

We'll now focus on the results of the panoramic repetition
conditions in each block, the conditions of primary interest. The
continuous block exactly replicated the results of Experiment 1. When
panoramic scenes were consecutively repeated, there was no
attenuation in the PPA (t19b0.3, P=0.83) and significant attenuation
in RSC (t19=3.3, Pb0.005). There was a significant interaction in the
amount of panoramic attenuation across regions, suggesting distinc-
tive modes of scene representation across the PPA and RSC (F1,19=6.9,
Pb0.05). These results confirm that the scene representation in the
PPA is viewpoint-specific while the scene representation in RSC is
integrative of multiple continuous views— at least when these scenes
are continuously presented.

However, the critical question is what happens when the
panoramic scene presentation is discontinuous. Is RSC still able to
integrate scenes that lack continuity cues to link them? RSC,
previously viewpoint-invariant, now showed no attenuation for
panoramic repetition (t19b1, P=0.4), meaning that RSC treated
panoramic scenes as different when there was more than one
interleaving item in between. Interestingly, when panoramic scenes
appeared without continuity (non-continuous block), both the
specificity of the PPA and invariance of RSC were affected. The PPA,
previously viewpoint-specific, now showed panoramic repetition
attenuation (t19=3, Pb0.01). In other words, the PPA treated scenes
with viewpoint changes as the same when there were intervening
items in between them. Thus, continuity across views is an important
cue for RSC to make associations across views, and for the PPA to
detect physical differences across views.

These results may be initially puzzling, but they make more sense
when we consider the advantages and disadvantages of continuous
scene presentation. The PPA focuses on the analysis of specific
differences across each view. Therefore, when scenes are continuously
presented, the shift and physical changes across views become
apparent, making it easier for the PPA to detect these changes.
However, when scenes are presented discontinuously with interfering
items in between them, it becomes harder to compare details across
repetition because of the rapid decay of representations and
interference from other items (Potter et al., 2002, 2004).

On the other hand, RSC makes associations between the current
view and previous views, creating an integrated representation over
view changes. When scenes are consecutively presented, the
continuity and the relevance of the previous scene to the current
scene is very apparent, thus it is easier for RSC to link these views.
However, when scenes are presented with multiple intervening items
in between, these associations are lost and interrupted by other
items, making it harder for RSC to maintain an integrated
representation. In other words, disruption of continuity cues causes
a “regression to the mean” form of representation. PPA responses that
were specific for continuous panoramic views become less specific,
while RSC responses that integrated continuous panoramic views
become less effective at linking the views, resulting in more specific
representations.

Whole-brain analyses
Random-effects analyses were conducted to test what regions

outside the ROIs revealed identical 1st to 3rd repetition attenuation,
panoramic 1st to 3rd scene repetition attenuation, or an interaction of
these two types of repetition (Pb0.001, uncorrected; cluster thresh-
old=5). The continuous and non-continuous blocks were analyzed
separately for these effects. When identical scenes were repeated
consecutively (the continuous block), identical repetition attenuation
effects (1st – 3rd) were found in the left and right PPA (−36 −45
−12; 17 −36 −15), left inferior frontal gyrus (−39 33 18) and the
inferior temporal–occipital junction (45 −57 −12). Similarly, when
identical scenes were discontinuously repeated, repetition attenua-
tion effects were found in the left and right PPA (−33 −42 −12; 33
−39 −15). When panoramic scenes were continuously repeated,
attenuation was found in the medial frontal gyrus (9 57 9); when
panoramic scenes were discontinuously repeated, attenuation effects
were found in the left middle frontal gyrus (−15 9 69), left precuneus
(−18 −51 0), left anterior cingulate gyrus (−9 48 −6), and right
middle occipital gyrus (15 −99 6). No brain regions revealed a
significant interaction between panoramic and identical attenuation
for continuous presentation. Right superior frontal gyrus (21 15 66),
the middle temporal gyrus (54 −15 −12), and the cingulate cortex
(−6−6 54) showed an interaction between panoramic and identical
attenuation for non-continuous presentation. The larger involvement
of frontal regions in the non-continuous scene condition partly
suggests that scene recognition over a long delaymight involve higher
level memory representations of the scene, such as the gist or
conceptual information, compared to scene recognition over a brief
delay, which might involve more perceptual representations of the
scene.

Scene recognition performance
The average recognition accuracy was 81% for scenes from the

continuous panoramic repeat condition, and 80% for scenes from the
non-continuous panoramic repeat condition. The average recognition
accuracy was 80% for scenes from the continuous identical repeat
condition, and 76% for scenes from the non-continuous identical
repeat condition. The accuracy did not differ across lags or conditions
(all tsb1. all PsN0.5).

Discussion

The current study tested whether two major scene-selective
regions in the brain represent scenes in a viewpoint-specific way or
a more integrative, viewpoint-invariant way. The results suggest that
viewpoint-specific and invariant representations co-exist in these
scene recognition networks of the brain. Furthermore, perceptual
continuity across repetition is important for both discriminating and
associating different views of the same scene. When viewpoint
changes occur continuously, allowing for easy comparison across
changing views, the PPA is viewpoint-specific, that is, sensitive to the
differences in the physical details of each view, while RSC is
viewpoint-invariant, that is, responsive to the similarity across
views. These complementary functions of the PPA and RSC may assist
in building a coherent and richly detailed representation of a scene
across several viewpoints.

Recent studies on object recognition also suggest that the view-
point-specific and invariant representation of objects might co-exist.
The nature of visual representation has been long debated in the
object recognition literature (Biederman, 1987; Biederman and
Gerhardstein, 1993; Biederman and Bar, 1999; Tarr et al., 1998;
Hayward and Tarr, 2000). However, despite this prolonged debate on
whether object representations are viewpoint-specific (Ullman, 1989;
Tarr et al., 1998), or viewpoint-invariant (Biederman, 1987; Hummel
and Biederman, 1992), there is growing behavioral and neurophysio-
logical evidence that viewpoint-specific and viewpoint-invariant
representations might co-exist (Booth and Rolls, 1998; Burgund and
Marsolek, 2000; Vuilleumier et al., 2002). For example, Vuilleumier
et al. (2002) showed that the right fusiform region represents objects
in a viewpoint-specific manner, while the left fusiform region
represents objects in a viewpoint-invariant manner and treats objects
as the same regardless of viewpoint changes. Booth and Rolls (1998)
found viewpoint-specific and viewpoint-invariant representations
coexisting within the macaque temporal visual cortex (IT). Similar
lines of neurophysiological research suggest that the adult human
visual system is relatively plastic, and visual representations in the
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brain are not defined as viewpoint-specific or invariant, but instead
changewith experience or task demands (Cox et al., 2005; Kourtzi and
DiCarlo, 2006).

Functional differences between the PPA and RSC are an important
focus of current study in the scene perception literature (Bar and
Aminoff, 2003; Bar, 2004; Epstein and Higgins, 2007; Epstein et al.,
2007a; Henderson et al., 2008). Epstein and Higgins (2007) measured
PPA and RSC activation for three types of scene identification: specific
familiar location identification (e.g., “Penn bookstore”), general place
category identification (e.g., “kitchen”), or general situational cate-
gories (e.g., “party”). The PPA and RSC were both preferentially
involved in specific location identification compared to general
category or situation identification. However, RSC showed a more
extreme preference for the specific location identification condition
over the other two conditions. The specific location identification
condition particularly required participants' familiarity with the
individual scene and where it was specifically located relative to a
bigger cognitive map. Thus, both the PPA and RSC represent the visuo-
spatial structure of an individual scene, but RSC seems to be
particularly involved in representing an individual scene as a part of
a larger spatial layout, which is important for navigation.

Another test of viewpoint selectivity in the PPA and RSC found that
overall PPA and RSC responses were viewpoint-specific, although the
right RSC showed marginally significant viewpoint-invariant attenua-
tion, similar to our results (Epstein et al., 2007b). The critical
difference between the current study and the Epstein et al. study
Fig. 5. Mean peak hemodynamic responses for panoramic 1st, 2nd, and 3rd; identical 1st, 2n
repetition block (left panel) and the non-continuous repetition block (right panel) in E
Retrosplenial cortex (RSC).
was the steadiness of the viewer's location within the environment.
The viewpoint change in our experiment was more similar to a steady
viewer's translation of views from left to right or right to left. Thus, the
head orientation information changed, but the location of the viewer
in the environment did not change. On the other hand, the viewpoint
change in the Epstein et al. study was generated by viewer movement
within the environment, viewing the same scene from one position
and then at another angle viewed from a different position. In other
words, their viewpoint change required the translation of the viewer's
location, implying both changes in the head orientation and the place
information of where the viewer stands in the environment. Thus, it is
possible that the integration of multiple viewpoints in RSC is sensitive
not only to the continuity, but also to the viewer's placement or
movement within the environment. In fact, it would be very
informative to directly compare the two types of viewpoint changes:
the type that involves recognizing a single view from multiple viewer
standpoints to the type involving integrating multiple views from a
single viewer standpoint.

Other lines of fMRI research using objects have also suggested
different roles of the PPA and RSC in representing contextual
properties of objects. Bar and Aminoff (2003) found RSC to be equally
active for objects that have a strong contextual association to a specific
place (e.g., oven) and objects that have a weak contextual association
to a specific place (e.g., baby bottle); while the PPA much preferred
objects that were strongly associated to a specific place. They have
concluded that RSC processes contexts in a more abstracted gist-like
d, and 3rd; unrelated 1st, 2nd, and 3rd images are shown separately for the continuous
xperiment 2. Error bars indicate±SEM. (a) Parahippocampal place area (PPA). (b)
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manner, while the PPA processes physical properties of object
contexts. Such functional dissociation of PPA and RSC strongly
corresponds to our current finding that the PPA represents specific
details of each views of a scene, while RSC represents an abstracted
scene that encompass multiple views.

Computational models of hippocampal function (O'Keefe and
Burgess, 1996; Kumaran and Maguire, 2009) and a recent high-
resolution fMRI study of hippocampal subfields (Bakker et al., 2008)
suggest that the division of labor that we observed across the PPA and
RSC may exist within the hippocampus. Pattern separation, a process of
amplifying small differences in patterns of input and creating distinct
representations may occur in the dentate gyrus; while pattern
completion, a process that reconstructs a stored pattern with partial
input may occur in the recurrent connections of the CA3 region of the
hippocampus (Bird and Burgess, 2008; Best et al., 2001; Morris, 1984;
Kumaran and Maguire, 2009; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Taube, 1998). A
recent study on human hippocampus suggests that retrosplenial cortex
complements the hippocampal function of creating a cognitive map by
mediating the transformationof one frameof reference to another as the
reference frame changes (Iaria et al., 2007). Other studies suggested that
the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG)processes egocentric spatial informa-
tion, while the retrosplenial cortex might process allocentric spatial
information, such as knowing where the landmark is in relation to a
broader allocentric map (Rosenbaum et al., 2004; Vann and Aggleton,
2005). Although it is hard to make any direct analogy to these studies,
especially those using rodents, the complementary function within the
hippocampus or across the hippocampus and retrosplenial cortex seem
to correspond to the complementary functions of specificity and
integration across the PPA and RSC.

In addition to finding dissociable types of representation, our
results suggest that the lag between repeated presentations is
important. We observed two different types of panoramic repetition
attenuation: RSC showed attenuation when scenes were immediately
and consecutively repeated, while the PPA showed attenuation when
scenes were repeated with a long lag and multiple intervening items.
We propose that these results reflect two different types of attenua-
tion, the former reflecting the immediate habituation to the perceptual
properties of scenes (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Grill-Spector et al.,
2005; Sawamura et al., 2006), and the latter reflecting the revival of old
perceptual representations that are mediated by re-entrance of
conceptual properties of scenes in memory (Grill-Spector et al.,
2005; Henson et al., 2000). Behavioral studies of scene memory
showed that the perceptual details of a scene representation fade away
as the time delay between the encoding and the test becomes longer,
however, the conceptual information of a scene, or a scene gist, persists
longer (Potter et al., 2002, 2004). Thus, when the panoramic view of
the same scene is presented after a long interval with intervening
items, the revival of the original scene might rely more on the
conceptual gist of the scene, and less on the decayed perceptual
representation of the scene. A recent study proposed a similar
argument regarding different types of scene attenuation over time in
the PPA and RSC (Epstein et al., 2007a,b). When different views of the
same place were repeated within a session, the PPA and RSC showed
viewpoint-specific responses, butwhen repeated across a session, both
these areas showed viewpoint-invariant responses, similar to the long
lag panoramic attenuation in the PPA observed here. Note that there
were critical differences in the type of viewpoint change used in the
Epstein et al. and the current study, as discussed earlier, which might
explain specific differences in our results. Yet, both their studyand ours
converge on the finding that repetition lag or intervening items
influence the specificity of representation in the PPA and RSC.

The current design could not dissociate effects of temporal lag and
intervening items. One might question that intervening items may
have conceptually masked scenes in the long lag block, interfering
with the recognition of repeated stimuli. However, comparable
subsequent memory performance for the continuous and non-
continuous blocks suggests argue against conceptual masking.
Although it is more ecological to have intervening items covary with
increased temporal lag, it could be useful to study the effects of lag per
se by eliminating intervening items. Another interesting future study
would be to test if the PPA and RSC interact over the timecourse of
encoding and retrieval. For example, the PPA may encode novel
additions to the scene as the view changes, while RSC may retrieve
familiar aspects of the scene that is common across the views. The
current design did not distinguish such specific stages, but it would be
interesting to test how the PPA and RSC may be differentially involved
in initial encoding and subsequent retrieval.

In summary, the present studyalongwith priorwork to date permit
an important conclusion. The PPA and RSC play different roles in scene
perception: the PPA selectively discriminates different viewswhile RSC
integrates similar scenes that are continuously presented. The
selective function in the PPA may facilitate the perception of our
exact placement in relation to the environment. The integrative
function in RSC may facilitate the perception of a continuous world
from multiple snapshots arising from eye and head movements.
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